Preface
The journey of the exploratory project ‘South Asian network on the role of educational institutions as
innovation intermediaries for inclusive development’ over the last two years has been exciting and
innovative. The International Development Research Centre’s (IDRC) programme on Inclusive
Innovation and Development (IID) provided an excellent opportunity for researchers from South Asia
interested in the role of universities in socially inclusive innovation and development to meet and build
the field of IID as a programme in the region. The region has witnessed high economic growth along
with increasing inequality and a continuing neglect of the informal sector. Policy initiatives in the past
have been focused on the role of innovation in transforming the economies of these nations and
recasting their national innovation systems to pursue economic growth. Contemporary understanding
of innovation systems has also ignored discussions on power and hierarchies of knowledge even as
the role of universities in inclusive growth and development has remained unaddressed. Thus a
programme which focuses on this role of universities, and was informed by ideas of ‘developmental’ or
‘civic’ universities in other parts of the globe, was welcomed.
Colombo Conversations
When Veena Ravichandran, then Senior Programme Officer at IDRC approached some of us in India
who had worked on these ideas in Knowledge Swaraj, a new manifesto on science and technology ,
we were keen to collaborate. The key question was to rethink the role of universities in critiquing the
new mantra of economic growth led innovation systems thinking. A research network towards this
critique would need to be widely constituted representing different institutional settings and providing
spaces for the periphery, given the diversity in India. Thus the first challenge was to put together a
team of researchers who would be broadly aligned to this exploration while remaining open to
differences in perspectives. Those of us who had worked on Knowledge Swaraj saw the need for
academicians to work closely with practitioners and value their knowledge and expertise for inclusive
innovation. Dhruv Raina of the Jawaharlal Nehru University, an ally from the start, shared a discomfort
about innovation studies and policy but was open to a broader science studies perspective. Learning
and competence building on innovation was unlikely to happen in sufficient measure if alternate
perspectives on power, knowledge and expertise were not taken on board. The task was made even
more exciting as we expanded ideas beyond India to the region. A draft concept note for the
preliminary workshop was vigorously discussed and went through several drafts and changes and the
first workshop of the network was held at Colombo on February 2-3, 2012.
Participants from the region shared their responses to the concept note in advance and we realised
early on that plurality of perspectives needed to be seen as the strength of the intellectual climate in
the region even if it presented challenges for project management. One of the earlier decisions was
to recognise the role of intermediaries, especially Civil Society Organisations (CSOs). It was
understood that given the knowledge hierarchies in South Asia, universities by themselves may not be
the intermediaries to enable inclusive innovation. Therefore they would need to engage with other
intermediaries to become more inclusive. This meant a subtle, yet important shift in thinking in the IID
concept, from ‘universities as intermediaries’ to ‘universities and intermediaries’ for inclusive
innovation and development. These ideas were put together in the website of the first conference
http://uniid2012.ximb.ac.in/. The thirty participants who met at Colombo were from eight countries and
had researchers, vice chancellors, civil society representatives and donors amongst them. The
workshop outlined some of the ideas of IID and a couple of regional networks who had already
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inittiated work on thhe IID theme shaared their work. It explored the rooles of universities beyond teachhing
and research and tthe prospects for a developmenttal university in thhe South Asian context.
c
Thhe open sessionss on the first day, ably facilitated by Regina Hechhanova, was on the
t theme “How can
universities enablee inclusion and innnovation?” Thee second day haad a focused disccussion on posssible
ressearch topics thhat universities in South Asia could address to enable livelihood-led inclussive
development of the informal economy.
e
In this, four broad themes were identified nam
mely
epistemology, systemic issues, taactical/operationaal knowledge arreas of universities and a sectoral
theeme on informal economies. Wee ranked the ideaas to find out how
w much is knownn about these ideas
and relative importtance of researcch on each of thee themes suggessted. This was thhe broad framew
work
of engagement thaat emerged at thee deliberations:

Wiith this frame of engagement, a smaller group off researchers froom the region meet to develop a way
w
forrward which evoolved into a conncept for a three year program
mme and propossal. The aim of the
proogramme was ‘R
Reorienting instituutes of higher edducation and ressearch towards IID’ with three gooals:
1. Contextualize and build the field of IID in Southh Asia. 2. Shapee higher education policy, reseaarch
and curricula whhich would enccourage innovattions for inclussive development and 3. Enaable
T
maarginalized communities to parrticipate and shhape knowledgee creation and innovations. The
ressearchers were tto meet again in different regionss to work out their respective ideaas.
Exxternal events annd Frugal Innovation of the netwoork
Thhe cool Colomboo conversations, followed by a warmer
w
Bhubanneswar meet of Indian researchers,
had a sudden turn with the Canaddian hurricane att the end of Marcch 2012 that preesented the netw
work
witth new challengges. IDRC had a severe cut in its budget andd the IID prograamme was shelvved.
Hoowever, the reseearchers decideed to continue pursuing
p
their innterests and shape the ideas with
w
lim
mited time and reesources. The iddea was to expllore if the ideass could first be put
p together so that
v

other agencies could step in and fill the gap, even as Veena and others at IDRC offered their
continued support to both the ideas and keeping the research network active.
The months that followed can best be described as an adaptive response of the network that
practiced frugal innovation. Financial and time constraints (besides issues like Visa) meant that we
had to restrict the scale of operations till other South Asian partners could join in. Rather than shelve
the exploration, we decided to work towards contextualising the ideas through discussion papers. A
new website http://uniid2012.tk/ was created to host a discussion paper series. Ideas were explored
by existing members on different themes. These included research on universities such as
contextualising the developmental university, rethinking the universities of teaching and research and
exploring the knowledge gaps in agricultural universities working towards sustainability. We also did
research on alternative ideas on education that explored social exclusion and social transformative
learning and a case study of the Adivasi Academy, which looked specifically at innovations which
acknowledge indigenous knowledge. The Centre for Education and Documentation (CED) took up a
rapid exercise of putting together ideas on social innovation from their archives to facilitate further
engagement on social innovation and provide material for future use.
Delhi Deliberations on Rethinking Universities
The discussion papers were supplemented by another set of papers from Indian researchers who
were working on ideas of inclusive innovation and development, albeit from their own perspectives on
meaningful roles for higher education. They kindly consented to share their ideas through discussion
papers at very short notice. The final workshop of the network was held at JNU on January 8 -9, 2013
with the Zakir Hussain Centre for Education Studies playing host. The Vice Chancellor of JNU, Prof. S
K Sopory shared his thoughts on social inclusion and innovations and universities. The workshop had
an appropriate ending with Prof Mahendra Lama, the founding Vice Chancellor of the Central
University of Sikkim, sharing his experiences of architecting and building a university closely linked to
local communities and participating actively in the development of the under-served Himalayan
region. We also held discussions on collaborations between universities and civil society
organisations and examined the case of the development of an M Phil in Development Practice jointly
developed by the Ambedkar University Delhi (AUD) and PRADAN, a leading civil society organisation.
We had discussions on vocational education, skill development and also a rethinking of the Gandhian
concept of Nai Talim (New Education) in India today. The workshop in a sense was a project
completion workshop. It was also the launch of a new network, albeit focused within India that was
keen to engage with the ideas that could rethink the university.
The discussions and papers in this volume are a preliminary offering of an emerging network of
researchers whose work has been incubated by IDRC. The ideas are rich and diverse and the
deliberations during the workshop in an academic setting indicated that much more would have to be
done to take these ideas further even as newer dimensions of the research emerged. The Delhi
deliberations have helped provide a strong case for research in South Asia on the ‘entrepreneurial’,
‘civic’ or ‘developmental’ university.
We hope these ideas will find greater traction within Indian research granting councils such as the
Indian Council of Social Science Research (ICSSR) as well as other agencies. Discussions on
universities in India, and the region, have increased considerably in recent times. There is a case for
newer ideas and thinking to enable universities reorient themselves towards larger societal goals of
social justice and inclusive development even as they face greater challenges in responding to market
forces and commercialisation pressures on the one hand and over-regulation on the other. We hope
that this volume will encourage some of the discussions on the role of universities and that the
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network will play a role in working towards the goals of inclusive innovation and development. Some
possibilities include engaging in pilots with university administrators, taking up these ideas in particular
domains such as agriculture or rural livelihoods, collaborating in curriculum design and thereby
contributing to the ongoing academic discussions on universities in transition.
On behalf of the emerging network of researchers in the region on IID, we would like to thank IDRC
for their support and constant encouragement even during adverse times. We would also like to thank
the university administrators in India and Sri Lanka for their active participation at the deliberations
and for freely sharing their challenges and for their openness to new ideas. We look forward to
continuing engagement on the ideas and concepts even as a particular phase of engagement comes
to an end. Coordinating this network from the periphery of a higher education institution, that is not yet
a university, has been possible due to the faith of the members of the network as well as the
tremendous support from the directors of XIMB, Fr P T Joseph sj and now Fr Paul Fernandes sj. I am
also grateful to the steadfast support from the administrative team at XIMB, especially Samikhya
Panigrahi, throughout the execution of this exploratory project. This book would not have been
possible without the painstaking effort by John D Souza and his colleagues at the Centre for
Education and Documentation (CED) ably supported by Joseph Satish.

Shambu Prasad

Bhubaneswar, February 2013
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